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In honour of this great event, “Puruvu Thevaram” will be launched on the auspicious
day of Shravana, the fourth month of the Tamil calendar. The Tv9 and Km1 channel
will telecast the music concert of Thevaram album in Tamil on 13 March, 6 pm. On
this occasion, all the principal artistes of the album will have the honour of singing
these Thevaram hymns exclusively. Read more below in this page. “The first song
of the album, Puravu Thevaram, is a raw rendition of a Thevaram hymn. This song
deals with the dedication to the Divine Mother. In Tamil, it is written: “ O Mother of
all, pleased am I with Thy grace, pleased am I with Thy glory. ” In the traditional

rendering, first the sugaalai (beautiful lady) is sung. The next instrument that
comes in is the mohanam (the drum), which is a very ancient instrument.

Thereafter, the Kudamani (cymbals) come in, followed by the thavaram (the tabla),
which is played by the Kombu (tabla player). Kunnakkaran came in with the Siyaal
pathaanam (frigid water). Mandala will be played and the song will conclude with

the Kumbhaka (the falling pose).” In the instrumental section, the traditional
rendition begins with Sowbhagavan Thavaram (a different rendition from the one in
the Tamil songs). Kadalars do not go with this and the melody remains as the one in
the Tamil songs. Kudamani (cymbals) comes in, followed by the Thavaram (Tabla),
followed by the Kunnakkar (a different rendition from the one in the Tamil songs).

Sowbhagavan Thavaram is played. This is followed by Sowbhagavan Tirutham
(which is sung in Siyaal Pathaanam). This ends the Raga. The Kunnakkar (Cymbals)
is played next. Next comes Thavaram (Tabla) again. The Kudamani (Cymbals) are

played and the song concludes with Kumbhaka (Sleeping Pose).
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